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Powerful and influential kings have long dominated our view of global history, their queens often relegated to the shadows, their
influence, deeds and sacrifices unacknowledged and lost in the passing of time. But not anymore...
Half-blinded in the war, Giles Gordon lives in a world which he can only see in varying degrees of darkness. Unable to cross a
room with confidence, Gordon has the courage to walk into dangers that a fit man would fear to face... In his own search for peace
at the end of the Second World War, Gordon has retreated to the French Riviera. But his love for the beautiful Alix, widow of a
French Resistance hero leads him into a year of violence and murder far worse than anything he has dealt with before. 'The
incomparable Winston Graham. . . who has everything that anyone else has, then a whole lot more' "Guardian"
In Cornwall in 1815, Demelza sees a horseman riding down the valley and senses disruption to the domestic contentment she has
fought so hard to achieve. Ross has little option but to accept the summons—and travel to Paris with his family, as an "observer" of
the French armed forces. Parisian life begins well, but the return of Napoleon brings separation, distrust, and danger to the
Poldarks—and always for Demelza there is the shadow of the secret she does not even share with Ross.
A fully illustrated exploration of the breathtaking locations from the popular TV series For those longing to know where their
favorite scenes in "Poldark" were filmed, Pitkin's latest addition to the Film Locations series goes behind the scenes of the hugely
popular TV series and follows in the footsteps of Ross and Demelza along windswept cliffs, rugged coastline, and untouched,
pristine beaches. From Padstow to the Lizard peninsula, Cornwall takes center stage, providing the breath-taking backdrop that
brings the series to life. The latest awarding-winning adaptation of Winston Graham's Poldark, produced by the BBC, captured the
hearts of millions of viewers worldwide. Over its five seasons, it brought the region's rich heritage back to life, with tales of
smugglers, shipwrecks, and the secrets of the mines gripping viewers' imaginations. Filled with walks in beautiful places and useful
information about the region and the series' filming locations, this is a perfect introduction to Britain's best-kept secret.
The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo
Demelza
The Twisted Sword
A Novel of Cornwall 1798-1799
The Miller's Dance
The Black Moon
This is the 2015 edition of the memoir of BBC/Masterpiece Theatre actor Robin Ellis, the original
Captain Ross Poldark in the BBC classic television series. This expanded edition includes an all-new
chapter with recent photos documenting Robin's return to television as part of the new series
produced by Mammoth Screen on behalf of the BBC and Masterpiece/PBS, with Aiden Turner as the
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new Poldark. First broadcast in the 1970s, this saga of thwarted love, passion and swashbuckling
adventure set against hard times in 18th century Cornwall became an international sensation, popular
in over 40 countries around the world. The memoir also describes the behind-the-scenes story of the
original BBC/Masterpiece Theater series, the ongoing effect of 'Poldark perks' on Robin's life, and his
transformation into a cookbook author. Making Poldark is also available as an audiobook, read by the
author. The memoir also describes the behind-the-scenes story of the original TV series, the ongoing
effect of 'Poldark perks' on Robin's life and his transformation into a cookbook author. Making
Poldark is also available as an audiobook, read by the author.
A lavishly illustrated companion to Winston Graham's beloved Poldark novels, reissued to coincide
with the BBC series based on the novels. Graham's saga of Cornish life in the eighteenth century has
enthralled readers throughout the world for seventy years and the wild landscapes that inspired the
novels have - even today - remained relatively unchanged. Cornwall then was a perilous world of
pirates and shipwrecks: of rugged coast and mysterious smugglers' coves, of windswept moors and
picturesque villages such as Boscastle and Port Quin, and of beaches, tin mines and churches. With
an introduction by Winston Graham's son, Andrew, and illustrated with stunning photographs,
Poldark's Cornwall is a glorious evocation of the land of beauty, excitement, romance and imagination
that Graham loved so well.
A wonderfully moving new play by the Pulitzer Prize-finalist author of "Thom Pain (based on
nothing)."
The striking sixth novel in Winston Graham's classic Poldark saga, the major TV series from
Masterpiece on PBS. Just when Ross Poldark, now something of a war hero, seems secure in his hardwon prosperity, he must confront a new dilemma: the sudden infatuation of a young naval officer with
his wife Demelza. And it soon becomes evident that Demelza is not the only woman close to him whose
life is in turmoil. Ross’s old love Elizabeth, her cousin Morwenna, and his friend’s new wife Caroline
have also become embroiled in their own personal conflicts in life and in love. It’s a time of dramatic
change for Poldark and Cornwall, and those who cope best will come out ahead. Winston Graham's
The Four Swans will sweep you into new territory, as the stakes for the Poldark and Warleggan clans
intensify in shocking ways.
Ross Poldark
The Strange History of Our National Imagination
A Novel of Cornwall, 1812-1813
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A Novel of Cornwall, 1810-1811
Take My Life
The Angry Tide
Cornwall, 1783. The American Revolutionary War is over. Cornishman Ross Poldark returns to his father's
lands a battle-weary soul. Met by a homeland gripped in recession and the revelation of his father's death,
Ross must contend with the disrepair of his property and the challenge of keeping his family tin mine in
business as his sweetheart prepares to marry his cousin. Amidst the stark beauty of the Cornish landscape,
Ross must fight for his livelihood, making allies, and enemies, along the way. Delve deeper into the hit BBC
drama starring Aidan Turner as Ross Poldark and Eleanor Tomlinson as Demelza. Collecting together Debbie
Horsfield's original scripts, Poldark: The Complete Scripts - Series 1 allows you to relive the greatest
moments from the first series, from Poldark's initial homecoming to the series' dramatic close. This is the
perfect accompaniment for fans of the series and gives a unique insight into how the show was visualized.
Following the brutal rape of his ten-year-old daughter, Carl Lee Haily, a black man living in a small Mississippi
town, kills the two white men accused of the crime
Ross Poldark is the first novel in Winston Graham's hugely popular Poldark series, which has become a
television phenomenon starring Aidan Turner. Tired from a grim war in America, Ross Poldark returns to his
land and his family. But the joyful homecoming he has anticipated turns sour, for his father is dead, his estate
is derelict and the girl he loves is engaged to his cousin. But his sympathy for the destitute miners and
farmers of the district leads him to rescue a half-starved urchin girl from a fairground brawl and take her
home – an act which alters the whole course of his life . . . Ross Poldark is followed by Demelza, the second
novel in this evocative series set in 18th century Cornwall.
The Stranger From the Sea is the eighth novel in Winston Graham's hugely popular Poldark series, and
continues the story after the fifth TV series, which has become an international phenomenon, starring Aidan
Turner. Cornwall 1810. The Poldark family awaits the return of Ross from his mission to Wellington's army in
Portugal. But their ordered existence ends with Jeremy Poldark's dramatic rescue of a stranger from the sea.
Stephen Carrington's arrival in the Poldark household changes all their lives. For Clowance and Jeremy in
particular, the children of Ross and Demelza, Stephen's advent is the key to a new world – one of both love
and danger. The Stranger From The Sea is followed by the ninth book in the Poldark series, The Miller's
Dance.
Letters to Kurt
The Poldark Colouring Book
Memoir of a BBC/Masterpiece Theatre Actor (2015 Edition)
A Novel
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A Novel of Cornwall, 1818-1820
The Stranger From The Sea

Ross Poldark is now a Member of Parliament, and divides his time and interests between London and Cornwall.
The rivalry between Poldark and Warleggan continues, as do the differences between Ross and Demelza.
Why does disaster so often follow success? This is the question that Philippa Talbot asks herself repeatedly in
the dark days that follow her triumph at Covent Garden. On that evening she sees her husband in conversation
with Elizabeth Rusman, a young violinist from the orchestra. She discovers that they were once lovers, and she
and Nicholas have a jealous quarrel. But by morning Elizabeth is dead and Nicholas in custody, accused of her
murder. As the evidence builds up against him, Philippa begins the fight to prove his innocence – a fight which
gradually exposes her to terrible danger . . .
The psychological thriller that marked the debut of one of contemporary suspense fiction's most compelling
heroes: "A gripping first novel...taut and fast-moving." --Washington Post Renowned psychologist Joseph
O'Loughlin has it all -- a thriving practice, a devoted, beautiful, fiercely intelligent wife, and a lovely young
daughter. But when he's diagnosed with Parkinson's, O'Loughlin begins to dread the way his exceptional mind
has been shackled to a failing body, and the cracks in his perfect existence start to show. At first, O'Loughlin is
delighted to be called in to a high-profile murder investigation, hoping his extraordinary abilities at perception
will help bring a killer to justice. But when O'Loughlin recognizes the victim as one of his former patients, an
emotionally disturbed young woman who nearly brought ruin upon him, O'Loughlin hesitates -- a fateful
decision that soon places O'Loughlin at the top of the lists of both a bullish detective, and a diabolical killer
History is a rich, varied and fascinating subject, so it's rare to find the whole lot in one book ... until now. The
History of the World in Bite-Sized Chunks pulls it all together, from the world's earliest civilizations in 3500 BC to
the founding of the United Nations in 1945, passing by the likes of Charlemagne, the Ottoman Empire and the
Crimean War, to name a few. Here's your chance to introduce yourself to the full spectrum of world history, and
discover just how the modern world came to be.
Long Live the Queens: Mighty, Magnificent and Bloody Marvellous Monarchs History’s Forgotten
Making Poldark
I Used to Know That: World History
Poldark: The Complete Scripts - Series 1
Penmarric
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The Stranger from the Sea
Book 1 of the beloved Poldark novels • A forthcoming major new series on Masterpiece on
PBS® The enthralling first book behind Poldark, the major new TV series from Masterpiece
on PBS... In the first novel in Winston Graham's hit series, a weary Ross Poldark returns
to England from war, looking forward to a joyful homecoming with his beloved Elizabeth.
But instead he discovers his father has died, his home is overrun by livestock and
drunken servants, and Elizabeth-believing Ross to be dead-is now engaged to his cousin.
Ross has no choice but to start his life anew. Thus begins the Poldark series, a
heartwarming, gripping saga set in the windswept landscape of Cornwall. With an
unforgettable cast of characters that spans loves, lives, and generations, this
extraordinary masterwork from Winston Graham is a story you will never forget.
The ninth novel in Winston Graham's classic Poldark saga, now a major TV series from
Masterpiece PBS. Cornwall 1812 At Nampara, the Poldark family finds the new year brings
involvement in more than one unexpected venture. For Ross and Demelza there is some
surprising - and worrying - news. And Clowance, newly returned from her London triumphs,
finds that her entanglement with Stephen Carrington brings not only happiness but
heartache. As the armies battle in Spain, and the political situation at home becomes
daily more obscure, the Poldark and Warleggan families find themselves thrust into a
turbulent new era as complex and changing as the patterns of the Miller's Dance . . . In
his Poldark series, Winston Graham explores the complications of love lost and the class
struggle of early 19th-century England with a light comic touch. The Miller's Dance is
followed by the tenth book in the series, The Loving Cup.
The stunning fifth novel in Winston Graham's classic Poldark saga, the major TV series
from Masterpiece on PBS. When Ross Poldark’s former beloved gives birth to a son—with his
enemy George Warleggan—Ross must face the pain of losing her all over again. But soon
they discover her cousin has fallen in love with Ross’s brother-in-law, and the two
families become entangled in surprising new ways. As the rivalry between Ross and George
reaches new heights, the families must face an uncertain future. Filled with intrigue and
secrets, and set against the romantic Cornwall backdrop, Winston Graham's The Black Moon
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will pull you in to the lives of these two very memorable families.
THE OFFICIAL COMPANION TO THE ITV SERIES William Thackeray's Vanity Fair was first
published in the 1840s, but its power to entertain and provoke debate remains as strong
as ever. The tales of charismatic, shrewd, and amoral Becky Sharp's journey from Miss
Pinkerton's academy for young ladies to a wider world in which wealth and status is
valued above all else is arguably as relevant today as it was nearly 200 years ago: Becky
and her equally flawed friends and acquaintances are familiar to us all. This, the
official companion to the ITV series contains everything a fan could want to know about
the story. It explores the characters Thackeray so memorably created and the society they
inhabited, along with fascinating insights about the period. And it offers location
guides, behind the scenes details, and interviews with the cast, alongside beautiful
illustrations and set photography. Taking readers from London society to the battlefields
of Waterloo, the book gets right to the heart of one of the greatest novels ever written.
Night Without Stars
A Novel of Cornwall, 1794-1795
A Novel of Cornwall, 1788-1790
Poldark's Cornwall
A Time to Kill
As Seen on Masterpiece™ on PBS®: Books 1 - 3 of the Poldark series! Ross Poldark In the first novel in Winston Graham's hit series, a
weary Ross Poldark returns to England from war, looking forward to a joyful homecoming with his beloved Elizabeth. But instead he
discovers his father has died, his home is overrun by livestock and drunken servants, and Elizabeth—believing Ross to be dead—is now
engaged to his cousin. Ross has no choice but to start his life anew. Demelza In the enchanting second novel in Winston Graham's
beloved Poldark series, Demelza Carne, an impoverished miner's daughter Ross Poldark rescued from a fairground brawl, now
happily finds herself his wife. But the events of these turbulent years test their marriage and their love. Jeremy Poldark Ross Poldark
faces the darkest hour of his life in this third novel of the Poldark series. Reeling from the tragic death of a loved one, Captain Poldark
vents his grief by inciting impoverished locals to salvage the contents of a ship run aground in a storm—an act for which British law
proscribes death by hanging. Ross is brought to trial for his involvement, and despite their stormy marriage, Demelza tries to rally
support for her husband, to save him and their family. And into this setting, Jeremy Poldark, Ross and Demelza's first son, is born...
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The Poldark series is the masterwork of Winston Graham's life work, evoking the period and people like only he can and creating a
work of rich and poor, loss and love, that you will not soon forget.
The tenth book in Winston Graham's classic Poldark saga, now a major TV series from Masterpiece PBS. Cornwall 1813 A silver cup
lies half-forgotten in a dank cave, amongst a pile of stolen goods. Yet the tiny vessel and its inscription Amor gignit amorem haunts the
lives of the still-feuding Poldark and Warleggan families, as Ross, Demelza and the ambitious and powerful Sir George Warleggan
watch their children make the decisions that will shape their destinies. In the closing years of the wars against Napoleon, for Jeremy
and Clowance, and for arrogant, cynical Valentine Warleggan, these are troubled and momentous times . . . In his Poldark series,
Winston Graham explores the complications of love lost and the class struggle of early 19th-century England with a light comic touch.
The Loving Cup is followed by the eleventh book in the series, The Twisted Sword.
Filled with official, iconic images from BBC One's Poldark series one and two, The Poldark Colouring Book by Gwen Burns allows you
to recreate the world of Poldark by colouring the pages in your own unique style. With intricate illustrations for you to bring to life on
the page, taken from exclusive stills of the smash hit television series, this adult colouring book gives you the chance to bring your
favourite scenes and characters to life before your eyes. From the charming Demelza, dastardly George Warleggan, the man Ross
Poldark himself, and not forgetting Garrick the dog, all the favourite characters are included. Relive unforgettable moments from the
series and immerse yourself in the beauty, history and adventure that is the world of Poldark.
SPECTATOR BOOKS OF THE YEAR 2015 Britain's empire has gone. Our manufacturing base is a shadow of its former self; the
Royal Navy has been reduced to a skeleton. In military, diplomatic and economic terms, we no longer matter as we once did. And yet
there is still one area in which we can legitimately claim superpower status: our popular culture. It is extraordinary to think that one
British writer, J. K. Rowling, has sold more than 400 million books; that Doctor Who is watched in almost every developed country in
the world; that James Bond has been the central character in the longest-running film series in history; that The Lord of the Rings is
the second best-selling novel ever written (behind only A Tale of Two Cities); that the Beatles are still the best-selling musical group of
all time; and that only Shakespeare and the Bible have sold more books than Agatha Christie. To put it simply, no country on earth,
relative to its size, has contributed more to the modern imagination. This is a book about the success and the meaning of Britain's
modern popular culture, from Bond and the Beatles to heavy metal and Coronation Street, from the Angry Young Men to Harry
Potter, from Damien Hirst toThe X Factor.
Warleggan
The World of Vanity Fair
The Loving Cup
Jeremy Poldark
The Great British Dream Factory
A Novel of Cornwall, 1795-1797
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “If you’re looking for a book to take on holiday this summer, The Seven Husbands of
Evelyn Hugo has got all the glitz and glamour to make it a perfect beach read.” —Bustle From the New York Times bestselling
author of Daisy Jones & the Six—an entrancing and “wildly addictive journey of a reclusive Hollywood starlet” (PopSugar) as
she reflects on her relentless rise to the top and the risks she took, the loves she lost, and the long-held secrets the public could
never imagine. Aging and reclusive Hollywood movie icon Evelyn Hugo is finally ready to tell the truth about her glamorous
and scandalous life. But when she chooses unknown magazine reporter Monique Grant for the job, no one is more astounded
than Monique herself. Why her? Why now? Monique is not exactly on top of the world. Her husband has left her, and her
professional life is going nowhere. Regardless of why Evelyn has selected her to write her biography, Monique is determined
to use this opportunity to jumpstart her career. Summoned to Evelyn’s luxurious apartment, Monique listens in fascination
as the actress tells her story. From making her way to Los Angeles in the 1950s to her decision to leave show business in the
‘80s, and, of course, the seven husbands along the way, Evelyn unspools a tale of ruthless ambition, unexpected friendship,
and a great forbidden love. Monique begins to feel a very real connection to the legendary star, but as Evelyn’s story near its
conclusion, it becomes clear that her life intersects with Monique’s own in tragic and irreversible ways. “Heartbreaking, yet
beautiful” (Jamie Blynn, Us Weekly), The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo is “Tinseltown drama at its finest” (Redbook): a
mesmerizing journey through the splendor of old Hollywood into the harsh realities of the present day as two women struggle
with what it means—and what it costs—to face the truth.
"an anguished, angry, and tender meditation on the octane and ether of rock and roll and its many moons: sex, drugs,
suicide, fame, and rage."--Jacket.
Ross Poldark stands accused of wrecking two ships. Despite their stormy marriage, Demelza has tried to rally support for her
husband. But there are enemies who would be happy to see Ross convicted, not least George Warleggan, the powerful banker,
whose personal rivalry grows ever more intense.
A terrible upheaval drives Demelza Poldark into an alliance with her husbands' enemy.
The Poldark Cookery Book
The Realistic Joneses
Around the World in 80 Days (???????)
The Poldark Saga:
Bella Poldark
The Four Swans
The twelfth book in Winston Graham's classic Poldark saga, now a major TV series from Masterpiece PBS. Cornwall 1818 We continue
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the tale of Ross and Demelza; of the wayward Valentine Warleggan, whose existence keeps open the old wounds of the feud between
Ross and George; of Bella, the Poldarks' youngest daughter, whose precocious talent as a singer is encouraged by her old flame,
Christopher Havergal, and by a distinguished French conductor, who has more in mind than Bella's music; of Clowance, the Poldarks'
widowed daughter, who considers remarriage to one of two rival suitors; and of a murderer who stalks the villages of west Cornwall. In
his Poldark series, Winston Graham explores the complications of love lost and the class struggle of early 19th-century England with a
light comic touch. Bella Poldark is the final Poldark book.
It can be difficult to keep different historical events and figures straight in your head, which is why I Used to Know That: World History
presents major episodes in history with short, easily understood sections. Among the people, movements, and events covered are: ·
Ancient Greece and Rome-Learn about the birth of democracy and the death of the Roman Republic · The Middle Ages-From the
Crusades to the Hundred Years War and the signing of the Magna Carta to the Black Plague · The Renaissance-A cultural revival that
changed art, poetry, learning, and religion forever · The Revolutionary War-How America became independent; George Washington, the
“father of the nation” · The Age of Empire-European colonialism in Africa and Asia; American expansion and the Civil War · Wars of the
20th Century-World War I and World War II; Hitler, Stalin, Churchill, and Roosevelt; the Cold War; the rise and fall of fascism and
communism Packed with important facts and sweeping overviews of historical events, I Used to Know That: World History is essential
reading for anyone who wants to understand the history of civilization and the geopolitical situation of today.
It was a meal worthy of the age, the house and the season . . . This beautiful edition of The Poldark Cookery Book, by author Winston
Graham's wife, Jean M. Graham, presents the recipes and the wherewithal for you to cook up your very own Poldark feast. Along with
dozens of festive treats inspired by the Poldark novels, here you will find ample homely recipes for traditional West Country fare. From
Figgy ’Obbin Pudding to the Nampara staple of Baked Pilchards, there are both inventively thrifty and sumptuously indulgent recipes
aplenty that will delight fans of the Poldark series starring Aidan Turner and food enthusiasts alike.
The ultimate gift for any fan of the hit PBS series POLDARK starring Aidan Turner and Eleanor Tomlinson Be transported to the wild
beauty of Cornwall as Ross Poldark returns home after the American Revolutionary War! The Official Poldark Coloring Book gives
Poldark fans the chance to enjoy the characters and setting they have come to love in a more dynamic way than ever before. With 45
images from the TV series rendered in beautiful line art just waiting to be filled with color, this coloring book provides a Poldark
experience unlike any other.
The History of the World in Bite-Sized Chunks
A Coloring Adventure in Cornwall
The Suspect
A Novel of Cornwall, 1813-1815
Intriguing Facts About the World's Greatest Empires, Leader's, Cultures and Conflicts
A Novel of Cornwall, 1783-1787
※ Google Play 圖書不支援多媒體播放 ※
"From the incomparable Winston Graham...who has everything that anyone else has, then a whole lot more." -The Guardian
Demelza is a heartwarming, gripping, and utterly entertaining saga that brings to life an unforgettable cast of characters and one of
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the greatest love stories of our age. An impoverished miner's daughter, Demelza Carne is now married to Ross Poldark, who once
rescued her from a fairground brawl. Her efforts to adapt to the ways of the gentry--and her husband--place her in hilarious and
embarrassing situations, through which she becomes self assured, mannered and lovely, and the birth of her first child brings a joy
she never experienced before. But tragedy strikes where least expected, and sows the seeds of an enduring rivalry for Ross
Poldark and the powerful George Warleggan, and tests Ross and Demelza's marriage and their love... What Readers are Saying:
"Even better than the first book in the series." "Wonderful characters, evocative sense of place and time." "If you haven't read the
Poldark series, and care anything for Cornwall, the l8th century, historical romance in its truest form, historical fiction, or just a
darn good story that will change you life, then you should read [these books]." "The Poldark series is the most powerful reading
experience I have ever had." "These books have no equal in historical fiction. I have read them several times and am starting over
again."
The World of Poldark explores the characters, the compelling stories and the era that Winston Graham's Poldark novels- and the
television series - set out to recreate, the England that Ross Poldark returned to from the American War of Independence. England,
and especially Cornwall, was then marked by social unrest and a deep division between rich and poor. It was a place of tin mines
and shipwrecks, of new money versus old, of harsh justice and great kindness. Amid the turmoil of eighteenth-century Cornwall,
Ross comes back to a home in ruins, his father dead and his childhood sweetheart engaged to another - his own heart as battered
as the country around him. Experience the great houses and the glorious landscapes and follow the cast of characters as their
stories play out against the backdrop of Cornwall's wild beauty, through interviews with the actors, behind the scenes insights and
in-depth information on costumes, props and locations. Packed full of behind the scenes photographs, The World of Poldark is the
ultimate guide to the popular series.
From the acclaimed author of Cashelmara: the “grippingly readable” New York Times–bestselling saga of a noble English family
torn apart (The Sunday Times). Overlooking the bleak cliffs of Cornwall is Penmarric, the ancestral home of Mark Castallack. The
stunning gothic manor is the picture of English nobility, wealth, and comfort. But as the twentieth century unfolds, those behind
Penmarric’s towering walls face nothing short of disaster. As Mark and his children struggle to save their home and their
aristocratic way of life, they must engage in a bitter fight against greed, ambition, betrayal, and even murder. Over her forty-year
career, Susan Howatch has taken on the Anglican Communion and the British elite, and established herself as the queen of the
historical family saga with such bestsellers as The Wheel of Fortune. Now, discover the magnificent, sweeping novel that started
her reign and made her an international-bestselling author. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Susan Howatch
including rare photos and never-before-seen documents from the author’s personal collection.
A Novel of Cornwall, 1792-1793
Jeremy Poldark : a novel of Cornwall, 1790-1971
The World of Poldark
The Official Poldark Coloring Book
A Novel of Cornwall, 1790-1791
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Cornwall in the 1780s: When powerful forces of revolution and reaction are at large in the world. Tired from a grim war in
America, Ross Poldark returns to his land and his family. But the joyful homecoming he has anticipated turns sour, for his father
is dead, his estate is derelict and the girl he loves is engaged to his cousin. But his sympathy for the destitute miners and farmers
of the district leads him to rescue a half-starved urchin girl from a fairground brawl and take her home - an act which alters the
whole course of his life.
The basis of the fourth season of the television phenomenon starring Aidan Turner, The Angry Tide is the seventh novel in
Winston Graham's hugely popular Poldark series. Cornwall, towards the end of the 18th century. Ross Poldark sits for the
borough of Truro as Member of Parliament - his time divided between London and Cornwall, his heart divided about his wife,
Demelza. His old feud with George Warleggan still flares – as does the illicit love between Morwenna and Drake, Demelza's
brother. Before the new century dawns, George and Ross will be drawn together by a loss greater than their rivalry – and
Morwenna and Drake by a tragedy that brings them hope . . . The Angry Tide is followed by the eighth book in the Poldark series,
The Stranger From The Sea.
The Stranger From the Sea is the eighth novel in Winston Graham's hugely popular Poldark series, and continues the story after
the fifth TV series, which has become an international phenomenon, starring Aidan Turner. Cornwall 1810. The Poldark family
awaits the return of Ross from his mission to Wellington's army in Portugal. But their ordered existence ends with Jeremy
Poldark's dramatic rescue of the stranger from the sea. Stephen Carrington's arrival in the Poldark household changes all their
lives. For Clowance and Jeremy in particular, the children of Ross and Demelza, Stephen's advent is the key to a new world – one
of both love and danger. The Stranger From The Sea is followed by the ninth book in the Poldark series, The Miller's Dance.
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